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A New Era in Punching

Punching Beats Laser Cutting
in the Thin Sheet Metal Sector

The new TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION provides
impressive proof that punching technology is
a whole lot more than a proven yet somewhat
antiquated technology. With the new machine
generation from TRUMPF, punching is on the
verge of a true renaissance.

With its newly-developed hardware and
software, this machine is entering dimensions
in which it presents an alternative to laser
cutting in the thin sheet metal sector. This
reevaluation is primarily based on sharply
increased productivity, but also on the addi-

tional machining possibilities the machine
offers, such as contouring with tapping, pro-
duction of extrusions or flanging in smaller
dimensions.

In this age of mounting material costs for
workpieces that do not require laser machin-
ing, why not benefit from the lower machining
costs and the higher productivity of the
TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION.

With its TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION,
TRUMPF has embarked on a new era
in punching.
The new high-tech machine combines
numerous innovations and practice-
based solutions for sheet metal
fabrication.
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Enormous Productivity due
to High Acceleration

It is the high acceleration rates on the
TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION that make it so
extra-ordinarily productive. This has been
partially achieved by weight-reduced compo-
nents, such as a weight-optimized coordinate
guide and new, lighter tool cartridges.

The newly-designed drives, water-cooled for
the first time, also contribute to the higher
acceleration values. For the X axis this means
acceleration of more than 2 g and a speed of
100 m/min. A special feature is the gantry
drive of the Y axis: 2 separate motors with a

high degree of efficiency and synchronized
without mechanical connection, ensuring
highly dynamic acceleration and high tra-
versing speeds even in the Y axis.

Fast Tool Change

During tool change, the punch, stripper and
die are monitored by sensors. A tool change
takes less than 3 seconds to complete – and
just 0.7 seconds with Multitool.

Quick Setup

The proven concept of the linear magazine,
into which the tools can be comfortably

loaded, has been optimized by the addition
of a central tool clamp that functions at the
touch of a button. For setup, all tools are
automatically released and then centrally
clamped again after setup is complete. This
makes the setup process even simpler and
faster.

Take advantage of the extraordinary
productivity of the
TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION
and profit from low part costs
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Punching and Forming:
Stay in Control at Top Speed – Intelligently

Part Spectrum:
Far More Than Punching
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ASC: Advanced Stripper Control

Do you want to machine materials with sensi-
tive surfaces without leaving any pressure
marks? Simply use the active presser foot, and
adjust the holding-down force manually de-
pending on the machining situation.  With the
new Advanced Stripper Control (optional) the
press-down force can even be varied from
stroke to stroke via program control.

Fast Forming

Beading almost at punching speed – now it’s
a reality, thanks to the closed hydraulic loop
of the TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION. A variable
forming position ensures that forming oper-
ations can be carried out with minimal stroke
travel.

Adaptive Stroke Calibration

Sheet thickness tolerances are being auto-
matically recorded and compensated by the
machine. Consistently good processing results
are thereby being achieved in spite of fluc-
tuations in sheet thickness which are occurring.

New Punching Head

Thanks to its radically optimized punching
head, the TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION achieves
a stroke rate of up to 1200 strokes/min, and
also 2800 strokes/min during marking opera-
tions. The acceleration and speed of the C axis
have also been drastically increased, enabling
quick contouring and fast tapping. The rota-
tion with up to 330 rpm enables all tools to
be rotated to any angle desired.
Even very thin sheets with narrow air gaps
can be precisely and safely machined thanks
to the very limited play of the C axis. The ex-
ceptionally long, zero-backlash hydrostatic
guide of the ram guarantees high dimensional
accuracy and perfect coordination of punch
and die.
Stroke travel and punching force are auto-
matically adjusted by the control depending
on the tool, sheet metal thickness and
material. This makes machining fast and
process-safe.



Weight and Acceleration:
Perfect Interplay

Tools:
Variety Tailored for Fast Punching

Weight and acceleration are closely related.
This is why important components on the
TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION have been radi-
cally weight-optimized. The newly developed
coordinate guide features individual carriages
connected by a linear guide. The weight
savings attained, together with the enormous
degree of rigidity, enable high rates of acceler-
ation without any loss of accuracy. High ac-
celeration is possible across the entire working
area without restrictions.

The intelligent control ensures that optimal
acceleration values can be attained at every
stage of machining, depending on the actual
masses that need to be moved. Actual sheet
weight, the number of clamps and tools, and
also the weight of the tool cartridges are
automatically calculated and translated into
optimal acceleration values by the control.

A highly productive punching machine like the
TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION naturally needs
suitable high-performance tools. TRUMPF
provides a large variety of tools for punching,
slitting and forming. Multitools with 5 and 10
punches, special tools for scratch-free machin-
ing and tools for embossing and marking
round off the selection available.

TRUMPF Multibend

A new flanging tool enables rational pro-
duction of high, right-angled flanges up to 25
mm on outer and inner edges.

TRUMPF Multishear

The tool enables the production of high-qua-
lity cut edges. There is virtually no difference
anymore between a punched and a lasered
edge. Inside cutouts and external contours can
be produced at any angle desired. Moreover,
this cost-efficient parting method yields low
parts costs.
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Operation:
Open Control for More Comfort

Programming:
Simply Automatic

The open control ensures that the TRUMATIC
5000 ROTATION is exceptionally easy to
operate. All processes can be monitored at a
glance from the control panel. The comfortable
user interface is a TRUMPF development and
has much in common with the familiar Win-
dows interface.

Machining can be started with just a few
steps. Integrated online help answers all
questions at the location they arise.

The diagnostics concept provides visual
depictions of any function faults. Measures to
correct the faults are clearly explained. Tele-
service is a matter of course, and there are
especially detailed diagnostics options for the
hydraulic system.

The focus is on activities required by the
machine operator, rather than on machine
functions.

With the ToPs 300 programming system,
TRUMPF provides a start-to-finish concept for
flexible production. ToPs 300 and the
TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION are precisely
tailored to one another.

Three steps lead to the NC program:

Generate and import drawings.

Sheet layout and automatic machining
definition.

The integrated nesting processor calculates
the sheet layout that will save you the most
material. Then ToPs 300 automatically defines
the fastest possible machining for the sheet.

Automatic generation of NC program.

The database is the heart of ToPs 300. It
contains TRUMPF’s technological know-how
– e.g. the rules for automatic definition of the
machining task.
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Automation:
Perfect for High Productivity

The modular automation concept of the
TRUMATIC 5000 ROTATION allows you to
extend the installation all the way to full auto-
mation. Depending on the degree of automa-
tion required, the machine can be equipped
with the following components:

TRUMALIFT SheetMaster 1305/1605

Automatic loading and unloading.
Sorting axis Y-400 (optional): an NC axis
in the Y direction enables staggered
stacking of parts on the unloading
platform.
Loading table (optional)
While production is running, the system
already separates the next sheet,
measures its thickness and then places
it on the loading table. This greatly
shortens the loading process.

TRUMAGRIP

Removal of sheet skeletons and residual
locations.

TRUMASORT R4

Sorting installation for smaller finished
parts.

Double Cart

Expands unattended fabrication.
Doubles the raw material and
fabrication capacity.

TRUMASORT L

Sorting and stacking of larger finished
parts.

TRUMATOOL 40

Tool magazine with 40 additional tool
locations.

TRUMPF Compact Store TKL

Increased storage capacity for unattend-
ed production.
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Working area X x Y

Capacities
Max. sheet thickness
Max. punching force
Active presser foot
(programmable in steps)
Max. workpiece weight

Speeds
X axis
Y axis
Simultaneous (X and Y)
C axis
Max. stroke rate punching (E = 1)
Max. stroke rate marking

Max. accelerations
X2 axis
Y2 axis
C axis

Tools
Linear magazine
No. when Multitool is used
Multitool

Tool changing time
Single tool
Multitool

Accuracy1

Positioning accuracy Pa
Repeatability Ps

Control

Programmable part chute
Max. part size

Space requirements3

including safety light barriers

Technical Data

2535 x 1280 mm

8 mm
220 kN

4.5 – 20 kN
200 kg

100 m/min
60 m/min
116 m/min
330 rpm
1200 1/min
ca. 2800 1/min

20 m/s2

10 m/s2

350 1/s2

18 tools with 3 clamps
18 – 180 tools
5/10

< 3 s
0.7 s

±0.1 mm
±0.03 mm

Siemens SINUMERIK 840D

500 x 500 mm

6760 x 6100 mm

3000 x 1650 mm

8 mm
220 kN

4.5 – 20 kN
230 kg

100 m/min
60 m/min
116 m/min
330 rpm
1000 1/min
ca. 2800 1/min

18 m/s2

9 m/s2

350 1/s2

21 tools with 4 clamps
21 – 210 tools
5/10

< 3 s
0.7 s

±0.1 mm
±0.03 mm

Siemens SINUMERIK 840D

500 x 500 mm

7600 x 7000 mm

TRUMPF is certified in accordance
with DIN EN ISO 9001 and VDA 6.4.

1 The achievable accuracy in the workpiece depends – among other things – on the kind of workpiece, its pretreatment, sheet size and position in work area. According to VDI/DGQ 3441. Measuring length 1 m.
2 Up to 100 kg sheet weight.
3 Approx. value. The exact data can be found on the installation plan.

TRUMPF Werkzeugmaschinen
GmbH + Co. KG
POB 1450
D-71252 Ditzingen

Telephone: (0)7156 303-0
Telefax: (0)7156 30 33 09
E-mail: info@de.trumpf.com
Internet: http://www.trumpf.com
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